
Game Drive: Appendix F: To Make a Long Story Short

Game Drive is a straightforward narrative, but it is long. It is easy to lose track of the 
story line in the parade of pages, pictures, charts, and tables. Appendix F tells the tale in 
an abridged form. This may help the reader place panels and icons into context within 
the matrix of the overall game drive effort. In the interest of making it readable, I chose a 
plausible story line, limited digressions and arguments with myself, and avoided 
equivocating modifiers of uncertainty, like ʻmightʼ, ʻmayʼ, and ʻperhapsʼ, except for...

Once Upon a Time...

Game drives in any given location could take place only on occasion. The sooner the 
herd could recover from the last hunt, and barring misfortune such as a deadly disease 
or competition from mountain lions, the sooner another hunt could be mounted. 

After a game drive was done, local hunters would not hunt the sheep. They wanted a 
large, docile population when the game drive returned to their home territory. Instead, 
they would go ʻon patrolʼ making sure that mountain lions, now somewhat deprived, 
would not eat the surviving sheep. This would be customary for ten or fifteen years 
(thatʼs a guess) while the herd built up its numbers and its trust in human harmlessness.

Killing a lion with an atlatl is no small feat. A man who killed a lion attained special 
status, the right to wear the Cat-in-the-Hat hairdo. Only men who had achieved this 
status would be allowed to throw the atlatl during a game drive.

Figure F 1. Big Cat Panel. A Cat-in-the-Hat Atlatl Thrower. There is a small Dog in front 
of him. Almost all atlatls in the Moab area are thrown by the Cat-in-the-Hat.
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100 miles south, a similar status was marked in the San Juan River Basin by the Bird 
Head headdress. Basketmakers from Moab and the San Juan came in contact every 
year, wherever that seasonʼs game drive was held. Everyone knew who the elite 
hunters were and treated them accordingly.

Figure F 2. Horn Section Panel. A line of Bird Heads act as Hand Holders. They are 
pecked on top of an etched Archaic Fence. This implies continuity of purpose between 
the successive cultures. Hand Holders and Fences both symbolize containment. The 
Up Up Away Panel, Figure F 40, has Bird Head Atlatl Throwers. 

Figure F 3. Crimp Panel. Burden Carriers a Crosshatch line, and a vertical Wavy line 
with a Knob. Some of these Burden Carriers are hauling nets.

Burden Carriers travelled days and weeks to join that yearʼs festivities. The Cat-in-the-
Hat headdress shows that some came to hunt. To mount a bigger and better effort, the 
visitors - families, bands, clans, and tribe - would pool their resources. Many families 
brought nets. Ethnographic observations of net-hunters from the Congo to the Great 
Basin report that each net was the property and responsibility of a single family. 
Families were proud of their net, its size, craftsmanship, condition, and the status this 
gave to the family.
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It was important that everyone, including women and children, knew what would happen 
during the drive and what would be expected of them. Much of that information was 
contained in the rock art. Old people who had seen the stories in the art play out in real 
life, would tell their children and grandchildren all about it.

As the time approached for another drive in Mill Creek the local families and bands 
would prepare. They reinforced fences, blinds, and drive lines on South Mesa and in the 
canyon, some of which had existed from time immemorial. They checked and repaired 
custom-fit nets that were stored for many years between uses. They made new nets 
and built new fences where necessary. They did all of this based on their knowledge of 
the animals, the land, the people, and what the art told them.

Desert bighorn sheep live in matriarchies. The lead ewe knows her home territory well 
and may never leave it. The other ewes stay with her. Rams may roam in the spring and 
summer but they come back to the home range in the fall for the mating season. Not 
fearing humans, the herd would go, every now and then, to the bottom of Mill Creek for 
feed and water. When the time was right, the hunters would act. They would collect the 
entire herd, and shepherd it downstream from Slimʼs Way. Strays would be gently 
encouraged to stay with the flock, not a hard thing to get a sheep to do. 

Figure F 3. South Mesa and   Slimʼʼs Way. The South Mesa range is good bighorn 
habitat. Slimʼs Way provides an easy passage from the range above to the creek below. 
When the herd gathered in the fall of a game drive year, the hunters would want as 
many sheep as possible to go down Slimʼs Way to the creek, then move them down 
stream/left, towards Cattle Trail Canyon, a route the sheep would have used all their 
lives. They would not know that, on this day, it was blocked with humans, fences, and 
nets. 
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Two things were vital once sheep came into the canyon. The first was simple. Donʼt let 
them go upstream or return to South Mesa through Slimʼs Way. The second was donʼt 
let them cross the creek to the Wilderness Escape Terrain. This was probably made 
easier by the herdʼs inclination to take Cattle Trail Canyon back to South Mesa. They 
would rather not go through the woods and across the stream to Johnsonʼs-Up-on-Top 
Mesa. It did not take much prompting to move the sheep past the Wilderness Escape 
Terrain and towards Cattle Trail Canyon.

Figure F 4. Mill Creek looking downstream.  Slimʼs Way provides an easy passage 
from South Mesa to Mill Creek.

 The Wilderness Panel  is the second large panel in the corridor. It acts like a ʻtable of 
contentsʼ for the game drive. It was important to have this part of the canyon blocked so 
the sheep would move downstream.  
 

 The Wilderness Escape Terrain would have to be guarded, but the herdʼs inclination 
would probably be to head for the easy route back onto South Mesa. Cattle Trail 
Canyon is on the other side of the two large domes, right.
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Figure F 5. Wilderness Panel. This panel holds design elements and icons that are used 
over the whole game drive corridor. Learning their meanings would have been important 
for a young person, who could then transfer the meaning of these glyphs to their 
counterparts down canyon. In this way, they would learn how the hunt worked, what 
roles needed to be filled during a drive, and to which roles they might aspire.

Figure F 6. Mill Creek from  Slimʼs Way to   Cattle Trail Canyon. 

Sheep would know the easy route up Cattle Trail Canyon to South Mesa. It would be 
important to keep them from getting out this way. The High LIfe Panel is across Mill 
Creek from Cattle Trail Canyon. It has numerous linear designs and the largest number 
of Hand Holder glyphs in the canyon. Both designs symbolize containment and provide 
emphatic reminders of the kind and amount of effort to spend here.
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Figure F 7. High Life Panel.  The High Life Panel  is directly across Mill Creek from 
Cattle Trail Canyon. It has the highest number of Hand Holding game drivers in the 
canyon. It is also the first panel with Flute Players (one below the circles, top/center, 
and one in front of the large animal, right). Along with fences, nets, and game drivers, 
sheep coming to this point would have experienced the strange wailing of a flute for the 
first time, forming a tighter defensive group and making them easier to contain. Two 
more Flute Players appear downstream at the Drive Line site, an important choke point. 
From Lion Rock to the Narrows there are nearly forty Flute Players, marking a major 
change in the huntʼs tactics.

The only other panel with this kind of linear intensity is the Big Picture Panel, Figure F 
33, where the last escape routes were closed.
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Figure F 8. Between  Cattle Trail Canyon and  Drive LInes Panel linear motifs 
prevail. I call this area the Crisscross Wall for its concentration of Fence, Grid, and 
Crosshatch line icons. Linear-intensive panels include the Point of No Return, Sieve, 
Crisscross, Linear Dudes, Crimp, Drive Lines, Chock-a-Block, and Snakes Alive.

The anthropomorphs in this part of the canyon are mostly the less-energetic Arms Up 
figures. Across the canyon at the Snakes Alive Panel several are holding atlatl throwing 
sticks, but not using them. Containment and herding were still the name of the game.

Figure F 9. Little Fin Panel. This panel is near the Drive Lines site. It uses funnel-
shaped topology as a design element to show the increasingly contained and 
constraining nature of the drive. While these animated Arms Up figures are fairly 
energetic, they are not as exuberant as the Hands Up figures who come into service 
soon.
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Figure F 10. The Crimp Panel is at the end of the Crisscross Wall and the beginning of 
Ambush Alley. Both the Crimp Panel and Drive LInes Panel, just below, have intense 
Crosshatch line icons. Except for the Big Picture Panel at Lion Rock, the prevalence of 
linear motifs diminishes from here, giving place to morphic motifs.

F 11. Crimp Panel. There are two Flute Players at this site. The other is on the Drive 
Lines Panel. There are no more Flute Players until Lion Rock at the other end of 
Ambush Alley. Then there plenty. 

The Crimp Panel has a Predator, right. Whether it is a Cat or a Dog is debatable.
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Figure F 12. Ambush Alley, looking upstream from Lion Rock Observatory. 

Ambush Alley begins at the   Drive Lines Panel and ends at the   Ambush Alley 
Panel, just before Lion Rock. Ambush Alley is heavily entrenched with a only a few 
small areas of Escape Terrain. 

 The Bud Longneck, Mee Yow!, and Climber Panels, Together, three of the more 
energetic groups of anthropomorphs in the canyon  constitute a graphic manual on what 
to do at this point in the game drive.
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Figure F 13. Ambush Alley, looking downstream from the Drive Lines Panel. 
There is little art on this wall until the   Bud Longneck Panel, followed immediately by 
the Mee Yow! Panel and Climber Panel. The only significant Escape Terrain in Ambush 
Alley is across the creek next to the  Big Sheep Panel. It is easy to block. The 
previous picture was taken from   Lion Rock at the other end of Ambush Alley. 

Figure F 14. Bud Longneck Panel. The first of three active panels on this point. The 
intent of this tableau is not as focused or apparent as it is on the Mee Yow! Panel and 
Climber Panel, just around the corner. Maybe this panel indicates a staging area. 
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Figure F 15. The Mee Yow! Panel is in the upper/left corner of this photo. The Bud 
Longneck Panel is around the point, center. Figure F 13 was taken from  here.

Figure F 16. Mee Yow! Panel. There are two components to this panel. The left side has 
several predator symbols. The right side has many Hands Up figures.

As the sheep pass the point, the game drivers watch for the signal from Lion Rock. 
When it comes, they dash out from their hiding places at the Mee Yow! and Big Sheep 
Panels, running, yipping, and yelling at the surprised and shocked sheep. The herd 
flees downstream, deeper into the trap. The game drivers pause. Everybody who was 
part of the hunt upstream joins them. Together, they form an impenetrable line and 
begin moving slowly, as a unit, after the sheep.
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Figure F 17. Mee Yow! Panel. The left side of the panel includes seven Cat Tracks. The 
short-eared, long-tailed critter that made them is at bottom/center.

Figure F 18. Mee Yow! Panel. The right side of the panel contains seven Hands Up 
game drivers  Anyone hidden here would not be visible to the sheep until the herd had 
passed the point. Then the hunters would surprise them, driving them farther down 
Ambush Alley. Between them, the Bud Longneck and Mee Yow! Panels have 14 Hand 
Up figures. The Hands Up Panel and Cracker Dots Panel, at the end of the drive, 
occupy the only comparable site in this regard. 

Itʼs easy to see why the Hands Up icon might appear at the end of the drive, but why 
here? After thinking about it, I came up with the above scenario. After the action on the 
Mee Yow! Panel, the art on the Climber Panel returns to a more sedate motif.
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Figure F 19.  Climber Panel.   Mee Yow! Panel. The panels at this site resemble 
each other in style and execution. Together, they tell a story about this spot.

.Figure F 20. Climber Panel. After the agitation and excitement at the Bud Longneck 
and Mee Yow! Panels, the hunters return to more organized tactics as shown by the 
Hand Holders, containment lines, and Arms Up poses. Except for Spirit Sheep, the 
animals on this panel are headed in one direction and doing so with some alacrity. This 
would have been the point of the big surprise at the Mee Yow! Panel. Now, the hunters 
will consolidate their forces and move the herd to Lion Rock. (photo: Herb Crimp)
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Figure F 21. Black Panic Panel. The Black Panic Panel incorporates parallel topological 
features as design elements, creating a drive lane. The sheep, Hand Holders, and Arms 
Up hunters are in an organized and orderly tableau. There are no ʻexcitable boysʼ like 
Hand Up or Flute Player icons.

The wall from the Climber Panel to the Ambush Alley Panel has a number of 
containment tableaus including Tight Squeeze Panel, Black Panic Panel, Butt Crack 
Panel, Horn Section Panel, and Usual Suspects. 

Figure F 22. Butt Crack Panel is an exception to the ʻsedateʼ character of most panels in 
this part of the canyon. On this panel a lion leaps out of a dark crack and sinks its talons 
into the flanks of a very large, surprised sheep. The Butt Crack Panel also has one of 
the best ʻdrive laneʼ depictions in the canyon. 
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Figure F 23. Bloody Nose Panel at the end of Ambush Alley. Three Spirit Sheep with 
blood flowing from their noses, followed by a short-eared, long-tailed lion. The Bloody 
Nose Panel is the last site before Lion Rock. It is a portent of what is in store. There will 
be blood.

Figure F 24. Bloody Nose Panel. The large headdress and necklace are above the 
Bloody Nose Spirit Sheep. The circle or ʻorbʼ in the center of the headdress resembles 
an icon common to Rake Head figures (see Figure F 44). Rake Heads were civic 
authorities and responsible for both the physical organization and magical rites of the 
hunt. This elaborate figure fulfilled those roles at this critical point in the game drive.
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Figure F 25. Lion Rock Area.   Junipers Panels.  Lion Rock Observatory. 
  Three Headed and Big Cat Panels.   Big Picture Panel.   Ambush Panel. 

It is a little over 300 feet from the Big Picture Panel to the Big Cat Panel. The size and 
intensity of the panels at this site speak to its importance. A large pile of cobbles, hauled 
up from the creek, sit atop Lion Rock to form an Observatory, a ʻcommand and controlʼ 
station. After the herd had passed, a small side-canyon to the right of the Ambush Panel 
could have unleashed dogs and more drivers - a tactic similar to that used at the Mee 
Yow! Panel. This time, however, there would be no holding back. It is about a quarter 
mile from Lion Rock to the Narrows at the end of the game drive corridor. Lion Rock is 
the beginning of the end.

Figure F 26.  Lion Rock area. This photo was taken from the Big Picture Panel . The  
Big Cat Panel is across the canyon. There was no chance of the sheep escaping when 
this terrain was completely sealed.   The Junipers Panels emphasize Gate icons.
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Figure F 27. Junipers 4 Panel. Across 
the canyon from the Bloody Nose Panel. 

A good Fence needs a good Gate. The 
Junipers Panels illustrate the Gate motif 
repeatedly, the fork-like icon, center. 
Containment motifs, like the Dotted 
drive lane, top, or the vertical Wavy line, 
are in accord with the predatory 
intentions of the Cat Track icon, lower/
right.

Figure F 28. Junipers 5 Panel. All the artifacts and actors for total containment are in 
place.
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Figure F 29. Lion Rock Observatory. The top of Lion Rock forms a small, circular 
plateau, center. From this location an observer can see, and be seen from, all of 
Ambush Alley to the right and left to the end of the game drive corridor at the Narrows, a 
total distance of about two miles.

A large mound of white cobbles was piled on top of Lion Rock. From this edifice, signs 
and signals could be relayed to and from the Observatory, coordinating the game drive 
activities along this two-miles of canyon. Among the many duties of the various game 
drivers, there was probably none more prestigious than to stand in full regalia on the 
Lion Rock Observatory, watching and directing the hunt below.

 The Big Picture Panel is directly across the canyon from the Observatory.
 This small side-canyon could have held game drivers and dogs. Once the herd had 

passed, a signal from the Observatory would cue them to join the chase. The Big Cat 
Panel, directly below the Observatory, is the only panel in the canyon with a pack of 
dogs on it.

 There is easy access up a narrow slot from the canyon to the top of Lion Rock.
 This dot is above the Mee Yow! Panel. Putting a scare into the herd here would push 

it down Ambush Alley. 
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Figure F 30. Lion Rock Observatory looking up Ambush Alley. This mound is about four 
feet high now. There is no telling how high it was 2,000 years ago. The cobbles that built 
it come from the creek where the were washed white.  It would have been easy to see 
this mound, and any people on it, from much of the canyon.

Figure F 31. The white river cobbles that were moved to the top of Lion Rock contrast 
with the dark patina on the native cobbles. The slow-growing pinyon tree shows that this 
mound predates the cowboys. In any case, why would a cowboy want to stack a large  
pile of river cobbles on an isolated canyon promontory?
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Once the herd had passed Lion Rock, the hunters could irrevocably close the canyon 
behind them. This ʻtotal containmentʼ motif can be seen on the Ambush Panel and Big 
Picture Panel.  Across the creek, the achievement was celebrated by numerous Flute 
Players while the Atlatl Throwers began to demonstrate their skill. Clearly, there was no 
longer any need for subtle herding tactics.

Figure F 32. Ambush Panel.  The boundary on the right is guarded by three 
fantamorphic conflations of lines, humans, and animals. All the sheep on the panel are 
moving away, left, towards a collection of thirteen Cat Tracks, the largest such group in 
the canyon. 
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Figure F 33. Big Picture Panel. This is the most intensely linear panel in the canyon. 
The single line across the top of the entire panel emphasizes the containment intent and 
symbolism.

Figure F 34. Big Picture Panel. The most intense part of this intense panel includes a 
well-organized grid and a large, stylized lion, center. The proximity of this predator and 
these linear icons speaks to their shared intent; to capture and kill the prey.

The Big Picture Panel and In the Bag Panel, across the canyon, are the last panels to 
rely heavily on linear design elements. Across the canyon on the Three Headed, and 
Big Cat Panels the hunters can pay attention to other things.
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Figure F 35. The In the Bag Panel. is adjacent to Three Headed Panel and Big Cat 
Panel.  Containment is complete. The sheep is ʻin the bagʼ. Now the party can start.

The Split Tip design elements at the top of the Bag are diagnostic for trapping intent. 
They appear in many places in many configurations.
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Figure F 36. The Three Head Panel. The Three Head and Big Cat Panels abut. Two 
Flute Players are among the first of nearly forty that inhabit the last quarter mile of the 
game drive corridor. One, far left, has an erection, a common accessory in Flute Player 
images.

Figure F 37. Big Cat Panel. The imagery and symbolism of this panel are almost 
overwhelming; Atlatl Throwers, a pack of dogs, a Spirit Sheep with a spiral tail, Cat 
Tracks, Hand Holders, Hands Up, and more, but most importantly the Big Cat.
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Figure F 38. Big Cat Panel. The Atlatl Thrower, upper/left, is finely made. In front of him 
is a small dog and two herds of zoomorphs. The last zoomorph in both herds is missing 
its front legs, a sign of weakness. Between the herds and the Big Cat there is a pack of 
dogs facing the hunters. Below, a Spirit Sheep with a double-Spiral tail with Knobs at 
the ends. Together, the Spiral and Knob represent a containment artifact.

Lion Rock is a nexus, a physical and psychological pivot of the game drive. This is 
reflected in the change in the dominant motifs used here compared to those used 
across the canyon. At the Ambush and Big Picture Panels the focus was containment, 
complete and impenetrable, the culmination of a theme duplicated time and again, from 
the High LIfe Panel  to here.

At Lion Rock the prey is irrevocably compromised. Its death is assured. This is cause to 
take up a new artistic theme of the end of the drive - Celebration - as symbolized by the 
Flute Players. 
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Figure F 39. Mill Creek.  Lion Rock to the  Abattoir. Abattoir is a French word for 
ʻslaughterhouseʼ. The finale of the Mill Creek Game Drive would have been to drive a 
herd into the Abattoir, the hanging valley above the brown dot. A rock ramp provides 
easy access into it. There are two ways out, both easily blocked. 

There are several major panels along this wall, including   Around the Corner Panel,  
 Up Up and Away Panel, and   Celebration Panel. 

The Abattoir is across the creek from the Narrows. There is very little art on the north 
side of the canyon from the Big Picture to the Narrows. At the Narrows, however, there 
is a considerable collection including Hands Up figures, a memorable Trapman, and an 
eerie Cat

After the Abattoir/Narrows galleries, there is almost no rock art on either side of the 
canyon for several miles. 
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Figure F 40. Around the Corner Panel. The Flute Player theme continues along with 
Hand Holders, a large sheep running at full speed, and a Cat Track

Figure F 41.   Around the Corner Panel.   Up Up and Away Panel. This picture was 
taken from the Big Picture Panel.  The Up Up and Away Panel is at the top of a large 
talus slope. It has a good view of Lion Rock. It has a number of Atlatl Throwers, 
including several Bird Heads. This was a place of honor, where the best atlatl hunters 
from all over could test their skill and take their best shot. 

The space between the  Celebration Panel and   Narrows Panels is the narrowest 
part of the canyon, about 300 feet.
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Figure F 42. The Up Up and Away Panel is in the upper/right corner of the photo. It 
holds a number of Atlatl Throwers and Rake Head figures. 

Rake Heads are often seen on the periphery of a hunting tableau. They do not chase 
animals like Hands Up, kill them like Atlatl Throwers, or party down like Flute Players. 
Rake Heads were observers, hunt leaders, civil authorities, and the like. 

Rake Heads at this site were, no doubt, getting signals from other Rake Heads at the 
Lion Rock Observatory. The Rake Heads chose which Atlatl Throwers would be allowed 
to hunt from this location, including Bird Head visitors from the San Juan. The hunters 
were not pursuing the sheep in an ʻevery man for himselfʼ fashion. They were acting 
with the approval and guidance of older, wiser men. Social order was respected and 
prevailed for generations among the members of this conservative culture.

  Lion Rock Observatory.   Around the Corner Panel.
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Figure F 43. Up Up and Away Panel. There are three Atlatl Throwers in this photo. Two, 
from the San Juan River Basin, wear Bird Head headdresses. It was a matter of honor 
and generosity to provide the visitorsʼ best hunters with the chance to make a big kill.

There is a Flute Player in the white spall on the left, the only Flute Player on this panel.

Figure F 44. Up Up and Away Panel. The Rake Heads stand where they can oversee 
the action, but separate and aloof as befits older men of wisdom and dignity. They often 
have an ʻorbʼ between the two wings of their headdress. See Figure F 24.
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Figure F 45. The Narrows. The  Celebration Panel. The entrance to the Abattoir, the 
end of the drive, is just beyond the Celebration Panel. The Narrows Panels are on the 
sunlit wall across the stream. The Narrows area holds the last gallery of rock art in the 
canyon for miles. 

Figure F 46. The Abattoir.  Celebration Panel.   Trap Door.   Trap Door Panel.
This hanging valley, the Abattoir, has two small exits, both easily blocked. The Trap 
Door is a stone ramp leading into the valley. The Trap Door Panel is the last panel on 
the south side of the canyon for miles. 

This side of the stream is rich in charcoal deposits, cooking rocks, and grinding stones.
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Figure F 47.  Hands Up Panel. The Hands Up Panel is one of six panels on the ridge 
line in Figure 45. It  has many active Hands Up figures and significant linear 
containment elements.

Figure F 48. Hand Stander Panel. The Hand Stander Panel is directly across the 
canyon from the Abattoir. It contains one of the most fanciful and elaborate Trapman 
glyphs in the region. Diagnostic indicators for the Trapman icon include Split Tip 
headdresses, Crosshatch lines for body-fill, and anthropomorphic design elements.

At the Narrows the sheep would have come on an impenetrable drive line across the 
bottom of the canyon. Following the creek to the left, they would have been driven 
across the bottom, up a stone ramp (the Trap Door), and into the Abattoir where there 
was no place to run. The drive was over.
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Figure F 49. Celebration Panel. The Celebration Panel is sixty feet long and contains at 
least 120 glyphs, including 18 Flute Players. A Cat-in-the-Hat, left/center, holds his atlatl 
in a vertical, at-ease, position.

The hunt is over and the party has started. A relaxed hunter with his atlatl at rest, center, 
listens to the Flute Players. The canyon bottom is loaded with charcoal deposits and 
fire-cracked cooking stones, signs of a successful hunt.

Figure F 50. Trap Door Panel. This is the last panel for miles.
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Figure F 51. Trap Door Panel.                           Figure F 52. Wilderness Panel. 

The Wilderness Panel is the second panel in the canyon. See Figure F 5. Three miles 
and two thousand glyphs later, the Trap Door Panel is the last. These panels contain the 
only two icons in the canyon that look like this. That they share artistic, psychological, 
and metaphysical bonds is unmistakeable. Together, they symbolize the single, united 
intent of the canyonʼs art from start to finish.
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